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ABSTRACT
While the world economy is expected to recover to 4 percent growth in 2021, this is
not the case with extreme poverty. World Bank projections suggest that the number of
people living in extreme poverty will not change broadly between 2020 and 2021.
This is because most of the very low income population is concentrated in the poorest
countries, such as Nigeria, India and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. More
than a third of the world’s poor are citizens of these three countries.
By creating programs to help poor people around the world, wolf safe poor people are
committed to reducing poverty in the world by using a blockchain system.
“Our vision is to reduce poverty in the world by means of which everyone has
the right to have WSPP tokens that can be stored in their wallets. That way, it
has helped our program in reducing poverty so that price changes will take
effect as planned. After that our next program will make a large donation to
every poor person in the world regardless of which country.”
“Our mission is to make the world's eyes open that humans are social creatures
who are very dependent on others. For this reason, forming a good ecosystem
with cryptocurrency masters will make it easier for us to help every poor person
in the world”.
Our long-term view is to build a good WSPP ecosystem on various platforms such as
Staking, Yield Farming, NFT Collection, NFT DeFi and NFT Marketplace. Ensuring
long-term platform reliability and sustainable benefits for WSPP holders (native BEP20 tokens to different Chains) is our main goal.
Wolf Safe Poor People introduces itself as a strong actor in DeFi & NFT, planning rapid
growth, continuous expansion and an aggressive business approach.
We understand that these plans and goals require continuous innovation, high
flexibility and adaptability to markets and Our team is ready for the challenge
This article introduces the new wolfible platform with its features, products, advantages
and development plans.

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
WolfSafePoorPeople is the first token created on Binance Smart Chain. To develop
projects in the DeFi and NFT sectors, the developer team decided to also move to
other networks such as Polygon, Fantom, Avalance, Kardia Etc. Which means that in
the future WSPP Token is a multichain token.
The team behind WSPP is composed of some leading Web Developer, NFT Designer,
and Support System. A passionate team of individuals is in charge of technical
development to ensure long-term System, functional in-NFT economic and NFT
Marketplace.The team created NFT marketplace with the name of Wolfible and
Wolfible Factory for NFT Collection.

WOLF SAFE POOR PEOPLE
1. Overview
Wolf Safe Poor People (WSPP) It is the first currency that has a program to
reduce world poverty with binance smart chain to technology to help get
fundraising results, we built a platform for Helping poor people world wide
with Dapps.
“DApps have their backend code running on a decentralized peer-to-peer network,
as opposed to typical applications where the backend code is running on
centralized servers”.
A Dapps can have frontend code and user interfaces written in any language that
can make calls to its backend. Furthermore, its frontend can be hosted on
decentralized storage such as Swarm.
DApps are typically open-source, decentralized, incentivized through providing
tokens to those who validate the DApp, and in compliance with a specific protocol
agreed upon within the community.

2. WSPP Binance Smart chain Tokenomics.
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Information :
-

Token Burn (40%). At the time of the first launch of WSPP the number of tokens
burned was 40% of the total supply. The WSPP team did this to reduce the number
of WSPP in circulation because we have a large supply of 50,000 trillion.

-

Airdrops (10%). The team from the Wolf Safe Poor People project gives to anyone
who wants WSPP in their wallet for free, this takes up 10% of the total WSPP
supply.

-

Token Sale (15%). In addition to distributing airdrops for free, the Wolf Safe Poor
People team also sells 15% WSPP Tokens from the total supply starting from 19
May 2021 to 10 June 2021, the funding that the Team gets from the token sale is
used for Marketing and listing on 3 Exchanges, namely Hotbit, IndoEX and
BankCex.

-

Liqudity (20%). The team added WSPP liquidity in pancakeSwap v2 and locked it
for 6 months, launching on PancakeSwap v2 on 11 june 2021 as much as 20% of
the total supply.

-

Founding Team (5%) .WSPP founding team allocation will be awarded on a
traditional 4-year vesting schedule with a one-year bluff. We believe this should be
standard practice for any team committed to making their project a long-term
success.

-

Donate (10%). Donation is the main program of Wolf Safe Poor Poeple, we have
donated 10%of the total wspp troops to people in need.

3. WSPP Multi Chain Tokenomics.
Please note that starting a new strategy in multichain will take supplies from the
WSPP BSC, because the WSPP BSC is not a Mint token, every exchange to another
chain will always be burned.
Of the last circulating supply of WSPP in the hands of the public and exchanged is
16,000 Trilion, Therefore, the WSPP core team decided to harmonize prices with a
ratio of 50%: 50%, which means that the maximum number of WSPPs in multichain
is 50% of WSPP BSC divided by the real price when launched, namely 1 WSPP
MultiChain = 2,500,000 WSPP BSC.
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Information :
The current circulating supply is 37%, including Hotbit Exchange, CoinTiger Exchange,
FinexBox, Coinsbit, XT Exchange, ApeSwap, SuhsiSwap, QuickSwap and holders.

4. WSPP & GWSPP Ecosistem ?
WSPP is the native BEP20/ERC20 token from Wolf Safe Poor People that powers its
ecosystem on both the Binance Smart Chain and Multichain.
In addition to being a utility token and providing trading liquidity and incentives, the
WSPP token is designed to facilitate and encourage decentralized governance of the
protocol. Thus, WSPP token holders can use it to bet their tokens to get their own
WSPP Tokens or Tokens in collaboration with the WSPP Platform. Currently
developing in NFT DeFi in which the WSPP Token is the main token for trading as
well as betting.
A. WSPP IS Standard Token.
The BEP-20/ERC-20 introduces a standard for Fungible Tokens, in other words, they
have a property that makes each Token be exactly the same (in type and value) of
another Token. For example, an BEP-20/ERC-20 Token acts just like the BNB/ETH,
meaning that 1 Token is and will always be equal to all the other Tokens.
Standard tokens have their own advantages where many platforms or Dapps can work
with WSPP. Both Binance Smart Chain and MultiChain WSPP are standard tokens.
B. GWSPP IS Deflationary token:
Golen WSPP is An Automated Liquidity Acquired Farm & AMM based PancakeSwap
v2 on Binance Smart Chain with lots of unique and creative features that let you earn
and win, It should be underlined that Golden WSPP cannot increase the total supply,
this makes GWSPP scarce.
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GWSPP is a gift token that is given to all WSPP holders for free on the condition that
they bet their Liquidity on the decentralized market and this only applies to the Binance
Smart chain network. No need to worry for WSPP who are in MultiChain, our team
from WSPP decided to use WSPP Token as a reward because GWSPP will never be
in MultiChain.
Basic Information :
- Token Name: Golden WSPP
- Token Symbol: GWSPP
- Contract Address: 0xcccbf2248ef3bd8d475ea5de8cb06e19f4591a8e
- Chain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)
- Max Supply: 50,000,000
Controlling the price of GWSPP as well as the total circulating supply of tokens will be
our top priority. GWSPPtion Exchange’s team is implementing several anti-inflation
measures to keep GWSPP stable, encourage holding and ensure the best benefits of
the GWSPP community.
The measures include Anti-whale to prevent price manipulation, set a harvest lock
up period to prevent farming arbitrage bots from constantly harvesting and dumping
in addition to constant buying back and burning of GWSPP tokens and reducing block
emission.
The sums generated from transaction taxes and trading fees are entirely used to buy
back GWSPP tokens from exchanges. Those tokens will be burnt periodically and
displayed in the stats section.
Our Smart Contract adds 10% fee to each transaction that would be proportionally
divided to all GWSPP holders, which would incentivise HODLing, using RFI
technology.

C. WSPP Usecase.
In the ongoing development, the use of the WSPP Token is as the main token of the
various platforms that we create, including:
1) GWSPP Yield Farming & Pools Platfom. In this Dapps platform, WSPP Tokens
can be wagered to get GWSPP itself or other partner tokens.
2) WSPP Staking Platform. In this Dapps platform, the WSPP Token can be
maintained to get the WSPP itself, there is no locking so that the holders are
free to bet or withdraw the WSPP.
3) Wolfible NFT DeFi & Marketplace. in this Dapps platform the WSPP Token is
the main function in trading, as well as a reward reward for NFT owners, for
more details in Section 5.

5. WSPP ROADMAP.

Q2–2021
1. WolfSafePoorPeople published on May 19, 2021
2. Airdrop’s and Token Sale
3. BankCex Exchange Listed
4. IndoEx Exchange Listed
5. Hotbit Exchange Listed
6. Fair Launch PancakeSwap V2
7. Parnership with OliveCash
8. Launch Staking Platfrom
9. Lauch GoldenWSPP Token
10. Lauch Yield Farming & Pools GWSPP Platfrom
11. Build Team Core WolfSafePoorPeople
12. Coin Tiger Exchange Listed GWSPP

13. Open Shop WSPP Mercendise
14. Audited by Solyditi Finance

Q3–2021
1. Listed CoinMarketCap
2. Listed CoinGecko
3. Dex-Trade Exchange Listed
4. Azbit Exchange Listed
5. Vindax Exchange Listed
6. Parnership With DeFi ( CorgiSwap, Rythem & 1TRC)
7. Plan Build Wolfible NFT Marketplace
8. Plan Create NFT Collection & Staking Platfrom
9. Plan Cross Chain Polygon
10. DigiAssetIndo Exchange Listed
11. Plan Cross Chain Fantom Opera
12. CoinMarketCap Verified
13. CoinGecko Verified
14. BSCscan Verified
15. Lauch Charity for Poor People Program
16. Lauch FegEx Exchange
17. Fair Lauch BakerySwap, M-Dex, 1Icnh & SushiSwap

Q4–2021
1. Corss Chain Polygon Netwrok
2. Lauch NFT Collection ( Polygon Network )
3. Lauch Platfrom Mysterybox NFT Collection ( Polygon Network )
4. Lauch NFTs Collection Staking ( Polygon Network )
5. Lauch NFT Collection ( BSC Network )
6. Parnership with AutoBUSD Official
7. Coinsbit Exchange Listed WSPP ( Polygon Network )
8. XT.Com Exchange Listed WSPP ( Polygon Network )
9. Coin Tiger Exchange Listed WSPP ( Polygon Network )
10. Finexbox Exchange Listed WSPP ( Polygon Network )
11. DigiassetIndo Swap WSPP ( BSC Network )to WSPP ( Polygon Network )
12. Hotbit Swap WSPP ( BSC Network )to WSPP ( Polygon Network )
13. Parnership With DeFi ( Farmagedon, Kala Finance & Phoenix Chain )
14. Lauch Platfrom Mysterybox NFT Collection ( BSC Network )
15. Plan DeFi on Fantom Opera Netwrok
16. Fair Lauch WSPP ( Polygon Network ) on SushiSWap & Quicswap

Q1–2022
1. Lauch DeFi WSPP on Fantom Opera Network
2. Lauch Yield Farming & Pools on Fantom Opera Network

6. WOLFIBLE NFTs
By definition, a fungible asset is a type of asset that is interchangeable with other
assets of the same type. Currency is a fungible asset. After borrowing a $100 bill, the
borrower can return the amount either in a combination of bills of different
denominations or in a different $100 bill. The value of the dollar $100 remains the
same in both cases.
A non-fungible token in the world of blockchain technology and decentralized finance
has been developed similarly. An NFT is the tokenized version of a non-fungible asset.
Instead of a fiat currency like USD, AUD, or GBP, these tokens may represent artwork,
real estate, or collectibles. Popular digital games, such as Decentraland and
CryptoKitties, frequently leverage these tokens.
There are a few features that make a token non-fungible. To start with, the ownership
of NFT is unique. It can not even be substituted by another matching NFT. These
tokens are not separable. Every NFT has defined ownership and privileges.

6.1 NFTs in DeFi
NFTs are the next promising trend in the world of DeFi. It helps to expand the market
of collaterals in DeFi lending. In fact, a DeFi lending and borrowing platform requires
collaterals. These collaterals are generally the crypto-holdings. With the introduction
of NFT, one can now put other types of assets as collateral. For example, an artwork
or a real-estate property can be tokenized as NFTs and put up as collaterals.
The use of NFT goes beyond the realm of collaterals. It has the capability of
representing more complex financial products. These products can be insurances,
bonds, or options.
In insurance, each contract is converted into NFT. These NFTs can be traded on a
secondary market.
Another DeFi model that has been adopted in the world of NFTs in the issuance of
governance tokens. Many platforms and NFT marketplaces have started issuing and
distributing their governance tokens

6.2 WOLFIBLE EXCHANGE NFTs
Wolfible Exchange is introducing NFTs as one of the major features of the platform.
Users can mint NFTs with unique characteristics and different rarities by WSPP Official
NFT tokens then stake it in the NFT Pools to generate rewards. Issue, trade NFTs and
participate in auctions.

7. Staking
Staking is an alternative to crypto mining. It consists of holding cryptocurrency in a
digital wallet to support a specific blockchain network’s security and operations. By
‘locking’ or putting away the cryptocurrencies, users can receive staking rewards.
Rather than solving complex mathematical puzzles to keep the network secure, the
PoS mechanism stimulates users to strengthen the blockchain network in exchange
for a reward in the form of crypto. This reward also serves as an interest. The PoS
mechanism allows users to generate a passive income only by holding coins as they
earn crypto.
Typically, validators are selected to produce the next block based on the size and the
average period it holds of their stake. Although there are other functions to prevent a
front-running consensus, a larger stake usually gives users a higher chance of
producing the blockchain’s next block. Proposed blocks by validators are then
propagated to the rest of the set, who verify and add the blockchain’s approved block.
Users can generate passive income by staking their tokens in the Pool section. Each
pool has a different APY. The process is fast & easy.
➔ Go to the Pools page
➔ Connect to your Binance Smart Chain-compatible wallet ➔ Choose which Pool
you want to stake in.
➔ Once you choose a pool, your wallet will ask you to confirm the action.
➔ Type the amount WSPP you want to stake.
➔ The pools will show a Collect button to claim your staking rewards into your
wallet.

8. Farming
Yield farming allows the token holders to generate passive income by locking their
funds into a lending pool for some interests as a return. While crypto staking involves
a validator who locks up their coins, they can be randomly selected by the Proof of
stake (PoS) protocol at specific intervals to create a block.
Yield farming is a practice allowing yield farmers to earn rewards by staking ERC-20
tokens and stablecoins in exchange to support the DeFi ecosystem. Yield farming,
also known as liquidity mining, involves WSPP and lending crypto underlying a mining
mechanism to liquidate the liquidity pool for lucrative rewards.
While yield farming is comparably similar to staking’s concept, there is an underline
complexity associated with this mechanism. Contrary to crypto staking, yield farmers
usually move their digital assets from one lending market to another in search of the
highest yields.
Yield farming is never a standalone mechanism. It usually involves extensive
participation of the automated market makers (AMM) — the liquidity providers (LP)
that add funds to the liquidity pool from time-to-time to uphold the ecosystem. The
resemblance of the staking concept allows LP to earn rewards by facilitating the
transactions in a blockchain network.
Users can Dex their LP tokens into one of Wolfible NFNT Exchange’s Farms and
generate transaction fees and rewards.

